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Terry-Towel Division
Our Company is also engaged in manufacturing and trading of premium quality of terry towels in addition to
manufacturing of LPG Cylinders, Valves, Regulators, Disposable Cylinders, Mathyl Bromide Cylinders &
Refilable Cylinders etc. Our Company has a top-of-the-line manufacturing facility to manufacture worldclass terry towels as per the prevailing international standards. The manufacturing facility of the company
is spread over an area covering 150000 sq. ft. in a prime location of Sohna Road (Faridabad), near to the
capital New Delhi (India)
Our products are designed by our proficient professionals using premium quality fabric and modern
machines in line with the set quality standards. Prior to dispatch, these products are cheeked and wellpacked on various parameters. Provided products are demanded in commercial and residential places.
Obtainable in numerous colours, sizes and patterns, these products are widely commended by our clients
for their light weight, fade free nature, high quality, tear resistance and fine finish. We export our
products to Oman, Bahrain, UAE, US, Europe, Australia among other Countries.
Our infrastructure consists of administrative, designing & production, sales & marketing, warehousing &
packaging, logistics, quality control and many more. These sections are handled efficiently by our
specialized professionals to ensure trouble free operations.
Our Manufacturing unit comprises of a modern facility and a weaving plant equipped with all the relevant
machines. The ultramodren Terry Towel Manufacturing Unit has the state-of-the-art technology and has
over 30 looms including SMIT Rapier, Airjet Tsudocama, Jacquard Machines from bonas and Soft Flow
Dyeing Machines from the eminent companies of the Korea, Europe and Japan to easily meet the market
demands. All the machines that we have in our premise are of new age computer based technology, hence
give better output.
Automatic Fabric Inspection machine has been installed to ensure that only zero defect fabric goes for
production. To lend smooth velvet finish to the products, specialized shearing machines have been
imported. The end product is also inspected by the finishing team for even minor defects, if any. The
objective is to ship only those products which reflect MUL’s unflinching commitment to quality.
Following are the brief of range of our products:
Towels:
-

-

Terry Towels
Bath Towels;Hand Towels
Face Towels
Designer Jacquard Towels
Beach Towels
Yarn Dyed Dobby Towels
Piece Dyed Dobby Towels
Kitchen Towels
Celebration Towels
Hotel Towels
Towels in special packaging
 Egyptian Cotton Towels
 Zero Twist Towels
 Supima Cotton Towels
 Modal Towels
 Partially Sheared Towels
Bath mats
Bath Robes
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Following are some of varieties of towels:
-

Blue and White Terry towels
Stripes Beach Towel
Designed Beach towel
Canvas Dobby Towel
Striped dobby Towel
Cotton Bathrobes
Plain cotton Bathrobes
Single Color Dobby Towels
Alpine Dobby Towels
Yarn Dyed Dobby Stripes Towels
Solid Dyed Dobby Towels
Colormate Dobby Towels
White Bath hotel Towels
Supreme Hotel Towels
Plain Dyed Hotel Towels
Plain hotel Towels

For testing and product & process development work, we have maintained a modern lab which is armed
with high precision instruments and facilities.

Preparatory & Weaving Facilities












Automatic warping, knitting and winding machines
Looms imported from Tsudocama
Bonas electric jacquard for designing
Sulzer & nova pignine jacquard
Staubli electronic jacquard
Sectional warping machines
Airjet jacquared looms
Airject dobby looms
Rapier dobby looms
Sizing and direct warping machines

Processing Facilities










Stenter
Tumble fryers
RF dryers
Cone winding machines
Soft winding machines
Soft flow dyeing machines
Shearing machines
Hydro extractors

Finishing facilities









Tumber
Juki stitching machines
Shearing machines
Length hemming machines
Length cutting machines
Checking tables
Overlock machines

